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Saddam levies threat
of nuclear capability
By the Associated Press
Saddam Hussein on Monday
raised the specter of chemical-biological warfare - and even nuclear
weapons - in Iraq's fateful confrontation with the U.S. superpower. Meanwhile, scores more of his
air force pilots were slipping out
the back door to Iran.
CNN's Peter Arnett, who interviewed the Iraqi president, said
Saddam claimed that the missiles
his military has fired at Saudi
Arabia and Israel have chemical,
biological and nuclear capability.
The dozens of Scuds launched
thus far have carried only conventional warheads. The Iraqis have
chemical and biological weapons,
but Western analysts question
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KEN TREVARTHAN/Staff photographer
Richard Shellabarger, color guard from American legion Post 88 in
Sullivan, ll/., bows his head during prayer at a rally in Coleman lecture Hall supporting the troops Monday night.
professions that
to use the skills
cannot make that
," he said, adding
ates has had a
"p with the mili-

diers from landing on the "human
trash heap" of war, the show of support can be meaningful, he said.
From his past experience, Haley
said visiting or calling the families
of the military is the best way to
offer support on a personal level.
"Give some token of recognition
to the families to show you understand what it means to have a very
important member taken from the
family," Haley said.
The audience was encouraged by
the speakers to pray for peace and
to pray the soldiers will be brought

home safely.
"No matter how bad it gets,
don't let a soldier die without
knowing he was doing the right
thing," Dosier said.
Other rally participants included
the Mattoon American Legion Post
#88, the Patriots Marching Color
Guard and American Legion Post
#68 of Sullivan.
The Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia sang
"The Star Spangled Banner," and
soloist Scott Hines sang "You'll
Never Walk Alone."

whether Iraq is technically capable of equipping missiles with
such warheads.
As for nuclear warheads, some
analysts believed before the
Persian Gulf war broke out that
Iraq was a year or two from
developing a primitive atomic
weapon. But the U.S. military
says its recent air attacks eliminated the Iraqi nuclear network.
As recounted by Arnett, Saddam skirted the question of
whether the Iraqis would use
unconventional weapons.
"Iraq will use weapons that
equate the weapons used against
us," Arnett quoted Saddam as
saying. "All the air superiority ...
that has come upon us has failed.

Agency arrived ·m

.Riyadh and tmmediately met
. With Saudiotficials.
The slick was several days
away from Iubail, site of the
world's largest water desalinatiQJl
plant.and one of many such facilities in the path of the spill.
The oil .from the Sea Island
Terminal at Kuwait's Mina alAhmadi may have been halted

• Cominued on page 2
}Ve have maintained our balance,
using only conventional weapons." But, Arnett said, the Iraqi
leader then suggested Baghdad
might be "forced" to take drastic
action.
"We pray that not a lot of blood
will be shed from any nation," he
quoted him as saying. "We pray
that we shall not be forced in taking a forced measure."

ersity will pay more than $177,000 of water bill
be held accountable for slight1n,000 of what originally was
be a $300,000 water bill from a
'ty officials contend they knew

The conversation was cordial, and we are in total agreement on how the payment will be resolved.
Wayne Lanman
Charleston mayor

was agreed upon Monday by

Eastern officials during one of
tings that has been held since
that city employees discovered
r in the Douglas Hall lot that
read in 14 months and that
Mayor Wayne Lanman said was
the city's permission.
, Lanman said, the university
$177,319, which is the total
billable water usage that both
confirm based on individual
versation (in Monday's meeting)
, and we are in total agreement on
payment will be resolved," said
ing the bill could be sent as soon

After Eastern pays the initial agreed-upon
amount, the two sides will meet again before
the end of the week to settle on an additional
$31,262, the remaining unverified amount of
possible water usage.
Between the amount Eastern President
Stan Rives has agreed the university will pay
and the remaining $31,262, the alleged bill
totals $208,581 . That's still far less than the
$292,288 the city first assessed after finding
that 56 million gallons of water had not been
charged to the university from the Douglas
Hall meter since June of 1989.

"Well, that $292,000 figure wasn't a definite figure," Lanman said following the meeting. "It was the estimate of (the amount of
water)."
If the two sides cannot settle the difference
between the two totals, a certified public
accountant who will act as an arbitrator. Both
sides have agreed to honor the accountant's
final dollar amount, thus avoiding a court battle.
The final amount will be above Eastern 's
average monthly bill of between $45,000 and
$60,000. but Rives said it will be within cur-

rent appropriations.
The Illinois State Budget Appendix for
1991 shows Eastern is given about $5 million
for utility bills and other contractual services.
Eastern 's Internal Budget shows that
$380,000 of that is earmarked for water utilities.
The water meter was installed by
Harshman Plumbing Co. in a 1989 project to
improve water pressure to Lincoln, Stevenson and Douglas halls.
Lanman said the meter was installed without city permission, but company owner Hal
Harshman said the city knew the meter was
installed. In addition, Rives gave information
in an earlier meeting which verified
Harshman 's claim, Rives said.
"What occurred here is that a meter was
installed. It was simply not read for a period
of time, and estimates were made (by the
city)," Rives said.
Itemized bills showing that Eastern was
being charged for only 20 of 21 meters on
campus pass by Physical Plant Director Vic
Robeson, but he said that he and the university was aware of the meter but not the billing
errors.
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Seminar addresses eating disorders ~.
ID~.
I PREGNANT? I
By JILL SAUTER

Staff writer

A small group of concerned students attended an eating disorder
workshop Monday night to learn
more about anorexia nervosa and
bulemia, conditions which affect
mainly women.
Jenie Lenihan, a psychologist at
Eastern 's Counseling Center, conducted the program on "Anxious
Eating - What to Do?" at the
Rathskeller Balcony in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Lenihan said anorexia nervosa is
a deliberate self-starvation which
even affects people of normal
weight. The victim may see herself

as being overweight when, in reality, he is grossly underweight.
Bulemia, said Lenihan, often
starts with a diet that becomes out
of control. Victims may eat large
amounts of food at a time, induce
vomiting, use laxatives. engage in
excessive exercise, and practice
other extreme behaviors.
Lenihan warned that these disorders may cause a number of serious
medical conditions if untreated and
undiagnosed. Victims may suffer
from irreversible heart, liver or kidney damage. However, "This is
really not a medical illness because
of the emotional component," said
Lenihan. The disorders may only
be a symptom of depression and

FROM
Spill

other psychological problems.
Lenihan urged those who are
bulemic or anorexic to seek professional help. The Counseling Center
provides free, confidential help
which includes group therapy.
According to Lenihan, group therapy provides understanding and balances social pressures, like dieting,
with a therapeutic social experience.
Lenihan also advised friends of
bulemics and anorexics to expect
denial, but to show loving concern
and persist in trying to help.
The workshop also featured a
film and a talk from a young
woman who has struggled with an
eating disorder for nearly six years.
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1
by the allied precision bombing Saturday of the mechanism that allowed the oil to be pumped into the
Persian Gulf, U.S. military officials said.
But environmentalists say so much crude already
has poured into the waterway that an ecological catastrophe was certain.
For the arid desert region, the top priority was pro-
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tecting the desalination plants that treat water for twothirds of the region's estimated 18 million people.
U.S.-led allied forces in the war with Iraq also
depend in part on the plants, which make sea water
drinkable. Saudi Oil Minister Hisham Nazer told
King Fahd and his Cabinet that the slick contained
roughly 11 million barrels of oil, or 460 million gallons. making it by far the biggest spill ever.
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and; Carolyn Thompson, a junior
health major.
And the students who received
t~e state ROTC transfer scholarship

were: Michael Boliard, a junior
industrial technology major; Daniel
Brown, a sophomore psychology
major; Timothy Webb, a junior eco-

.

;.

nomics major; Martin Mooney, a
junior elementary education major;
Chad Kessling, a sophomore physic al education major; Jason

3

McGraw, a freshman math major;
Kurt Hammond, a senior psychology major; Scott Dickson, a freshman pre-business major; and Dawn
Quantrell, a freshman psychology
major.
One other scholarship was
awarded to Christopher Fowler, a
sophomore sociology major.
Fowler received the federal ROTC
scholarship, which pays full tuition,
most fees and $100 a month.
In addition to the scholarships
awarded, five students were contracted to become full ROTC officers. In order to be contracted, a
student must have completed the
first two years of the ROTC program, where there is no military
obligation.
Those students that were contracted were: Michael Daniels, a
junior history major; Karen Allen, a
junior recreation administration
major; Kina Howard, a junior prebusiness major; Martin Mooney, a
junior elementary education major;
and Timothy Webb, a junior economics major.

Senate to hear BOG results
By MATI CAMPBELL

executive committee, which is schedule to remedy problems
comprised of chair David and complaints from faculty and
Carpenter , member Patricia students concerning the Friday
The Faculty Senate will dis- Fewell, and secretary John study day and Saturday final
cuss the results of a meeting Miller, met with Layzell and exams.
between Board of Governors - Stanczak to hear the a report
The present system has been
Chancellor Thomas Layzell and concerning the investigation and in use for two years, and is
special investigator David the Jan. 17 BOG meeting in designed to allow teachers more
Stanczak, concerning hiring Chicago.
time to grade final exams before
improprieties under Verna
Miller said the excutive com- final course grades are due.
Armstrong, Eastern 's vice presi- mittee would probably discuss
Deming said the report
dent for administration and the findings of Layzell and addresses the concerns of those
finance .
Stanczak's report in executive who have complained about the
Armstrong has been the focus session.
system. But because of time
;;======= G
n~-a f ! ~ tJir-e-~r-n ~n-t.. .. nJ d
q' l:!~ s.e-nl'lte w.iJJ also disc.us""==*"~·~r~·~n~s~.t.6
th~~c~
o~
m mlA1g
'tJ:l
te~e~w:liati11s==·==='
i,nvestigati<;m ii) which the BOG the findings of a committee unable to factor in the opinions
hired Stanczak to probe into headed by Marietta Deming, of those faculty and students
allegations hiring practices.
which has been investigating the who may support it.
On Monday, the senate's issue of adjusting the final exam
Staff writer

Brazilian students visit Eastern
By SANDY BEAUCHAMP
Staff writer

International _Tea treats
students to foreign dishes

Ten Brazilian exchange students
are getting a taste of the American
version of university life.
By LORI HIGGINS
The students, who are from Sao
Campus editor
Paulo, Brazil, will remain at
Eastern for about two months as
Tuesday 's International Tea will
part of an exchange program that
be spiced up a bit, as students will
resident Warren Cushingberry begins to take it off at the also sent 10 American students to a
be treated to a variety of dishes,
oln'' contest held Monday night as part of Lincoln and university in Brazil.
including the way tea is prepared
During their time here, the stu' spirit week.
in India.
dents will keep busy with a 15This month's tea, which is the
credit-hour schedule that focuses on
first of the semester. will be from
marketing and business administra2 p.m. to 4 p.m. at the Wesley
tion.
Foundation , 2202 Fourth St. The
"They are doing fine, once they
tea will feature an array of dishes
academic subcommittee of the got their classes together," said
from several foreign countries.
Women's Study Council.
Teresa Metzger. assistant coordina"It's a tea that is something difColeman added that the three- tor for University Relations.
ferent from the other teas because
hour gender course is an essenThe students, who are fluent in
normally we have a sponsor but
tial category in understanding an English, were equally surprised and
this time the international students
1 continue to discuss individual's role in relationships excited upon their arrival to campus
are prov iding the snacks." said
on a gender course and society. "Gender is a fairly Jan . 6. Many said that so far
Brigitte Chen. Eastern 's internasatisfy the require- important aspect in most profes- Eastern and the United States are
tional student adviser.
International teas are typically
better than they expected.
the new general edu- sions today."
sponsored by some outside organiFor several, though. Eastern was
The CAA will meet at 2 p.m.
am.
zation. which pays for all refreshposal. submitted by in the 1895 Room of the Martin unique to them - the United States
ments served at the event.
Some
of
the
students.
rangwasn't.
n's Study Council, is Luther King Jr. University
In addition to dishes from India,
ing in age from 18 to 24. have spent
e "human behavior, Union .
there will be refreshments served
In other business, the CAA time in the states.
teraction and wellin a Spanish flavor, Brazilian,
Ana Marie Russo has visited
ment of the new pro.- also will continue its discussion
Malaysian
and German. Chen
Washington
State;
Tamaki
will be implemented on the cultural diversity compoShinagawa,
who
was
born
in
Japan,
fall 1991 freshman n-ent, but according to council
It hasn't been just the friendly
is designed to provide Chair Larry Bates the council attended Indiana University; and
rs of required general would not have enough time to Andre Vaccaro has visited various atmosphere that has surprised the
students. They have gotten a dose
classes that may be give the segment proper atten- parts of America five times.
of seasonal snowfall and ice accuStill,
compared
to
other
universiin Eastern 's 1991-92 tion and may ·have to put it off
ties he has attended, Vaccaro said, mulation they termed as "aweuntil·the council finishes its core
"I think this college is much more some."
cal I ed considerations.
Ana Elisia Russo said she would
friendly than our own.''
The CAA failed to come up
Ana Elisa Russo agreed. ''At our love to learn how to ski. "It is
at gender's role histor- with a working definition of culcollege people are not nearl y as something we can 't do in Brazil."
d cross-culturally." said tural diver s it y at its regular
Something else that may be diffrieucl\y,, .E.Y~(,rjJ.o.i:Jy. lJ~r.e .. say.s. '.hi : .
leman. ch a i1- of th e·· t11eeti1ig·ttf~t'Thorst1-ay~ - • · · · ·• and ' hello ' to e\ eI)One e l ~e ...
fe renL from 1Nhat the;. hme expen-

iscusses gender course
neral education program

added there win probably be many
other countries represented.
"We lost cine of our tea sponsors. and the students decided they
wanted to fill in as a nice gesture,"
she said.
The international tea also features a speaker each month.
Tuesday's speaker will be Shirley
Moore, Eastern 's dean of academic development. Chen said Moore
will discuss some of the supplemental services available to students. such as the writing center.
No matter how festive the tea
may be, it could be somewhat
dampened with an e scalating
Persian Gulf War. Chen said she
believes some of the parents of
Eastern 's international students are
concerned about reports of terrorism.
'Tm sure the students are thinking about it. I cannot see any way
we wouldn't talk about it. It's
(Tuesday) our first meeting since
the war began and it's on everybody's mind," Chen said.

enced is residence hall food. But
unlike some typical Eastern students, the Brazilian students said
they like it.
Before returning to their
homes in Brazil on March 2, several of the visitors expressed a
desire to visit one of America ·s
most exciting landmarks - Wai t
Disney World .
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Bush's message
better include
domestic agenda
When President Bush gives his State of the
Union Address to Congress Tuesday evening,
we hope Mr. Bush can find a way to talk about
something other than how we're "winning" this
war.
Bush has shown little interest in outlining a
domestic program, and has shown great interest in making war with Iraq.
But as everyone knows, the president's policy in the Gulf has much to do with a domestic
agenda at home, little to do with attacking
"naked aggression."
The Persian Gulf undoubtedly will involve
Congress when the president asks for more
money - likely in the form
of a supplemental appropriation bill - to pay for
the war he is waging there.
As every $ 700,000 Patriot missile is
launched from either Israel or Saudi Arabia to
knock down enemy scuds, our own domestic
war continues to flare without any "sure fire"
remedy to knock it out of the sky.
For this war, if it is not attacked soon, may be
just as dangerous as the one in the Persian Gulf.
Our recession is at its worst level in recent
memory, perhaps the worst in history. Some
economists have even projected this one may
evolve into a depression. The prospects of war
may change that a bit, but it remains a recession nonetheless.
We don't see many headlines of our bailout
of the savings and loan crisis anymore because
war headlines have pushed that crisis out of the
mainstream it used to be so much a part of.
Everyone knows George Bush was trained to
be a "foreign policy" president, but the bottom
line is that a good president knows how to
address many aspects of the job, not just those
which he finds exciting and nifty.
Many people argue that what Bush is doing
in the Middle East, that what he did when he
strong-armed a worldwide alliance against Iraq,
is solidifying for himself a place in history as a
powerful president.
We agree that Bush 1.1ay be solidifying for
himself a place in the history books, but not for
his brilliant foreign policy. We worry that the
distinction will come at the cost of a domestic
economy, one that seems to be uncontrollably
hurling toward depression.
So when Bush makes his speech, let's
hope he remembers the problems we have
outside of the Persian Gulf.

i?J.J,
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The terrorists are iri ·our own bord
In the words of our beloved
President: "I won't be held captive In the White House by
Saddam Hussein."
Bush was talking about the perceived threat of terrorist attacks In
the United States.
First I must note that Bush can- 1
not compare himself to the typical t
American. Of course Bush doesn't
have to seriously contemplate the
possibility of a terrorist attack on
Adams
the White House.
The president has to know he is
by far the safest American in the country - and I'm
angered by his statement. If terrorist attacks were to take
place, the focal areas would be commercial airlines and
other easy targets where Americans congregate. I know
for sure Air Force One wouldn't be targeted.
Who is in more jeopardy? Bush, who is surrounded by
secret servicemen, or the typical American, surrounded
daily by other frightened Americans.
However, the real area of concern is the hoopla and
paranoia surrounding the idea of terrorist attacks. The
growing concerns by some Americans that they will be
the victim of an attack has been blown out of proportion.
Research has shown that most Americans are more
likely to be killed or injured on the highway than by a terrorist attack. But the datum has not reduced the antiArab or terrorist sentiment flying through the country.
Some would say Americans should be aware and take
the threat of terrorism seriously. They say this maniac
Hussein has committed terrorist attacks on Israel and
other countries, not to mention environmental terrorism
in the form of an oil spill.
I don't advocate that Americans mindlessly parade
around and not be leery that terrorist activities could happen. Hussein is a madman who has fathered some
heinous attacks; and the possibility of terrorist attacks Is
still within the realm of reality.

Tonya

Still, however real that threat may be, I don't
the terrorism that some Americans are pe
against Arab-Americans - especially those
descent.
Terrorism is wrong no matter who the pe
victims are.
So far the only victims of terrorism in this
Arab-Amerieans. Many Arab-Americans have
en, their stores and businesses robbed and v,
their lives threatened and most importantly
been harassed by our government.
Now tell me who the real terrorists are?
William Sessions, the director of the Federal
Investigation, has said that Arab-Americans have
harassed in any way. But that is not what Arabhave stepped forward to say. Still, Sessions went
that Arab-Americans can simply say, "I don't
to you (FBI agents)" and not be bothered.
I find that hard to believe.
Examples of terrorism paranoia are: people
buying up gas masks, a boiler explosion that
people and killed one - believed to be a te
in fact it was not - and a lady who wanted to
for her baby's crib.
I believe Americans should not go ove
should be made to feel captive in this society.
We must acknowledge the possibility, but
so engulfed in our terror that we infringe u
dom and safety of others unjustly.
The FBI director has said that this country
terrorist activities, but I'm sure how solid
tions are. Most Americans need to bring
about terrorism down a couple of notches.
If this paranoia continued to escalate, there
to intern Arab-Americans. I don't want that
hope we have learned our lesson from Wor1d
We certainly don't want history to repeat
- Tonya Adams is a staff writer and guest
The Daily Eastern News.

Editorial

Your Turn
Don't jump on
the war bandwagon
Dear editor:
When Desert Shield became Desert
Storm, the war started by the Allied
Coalition in the Middle East was not
the only war that began. Another war
started within the very core of my
existence. A war that saturates the
inner corners of my mind and soul.
The war I flght is a war of. my desperate hopes for the evolution of
mankind beyond a nature of hatred,
violence, and destruction against a
notion that humanity will forever be
lost in an abyss of ignorance, suffering. and an inability to truly seek

peace.
When I see such an overwhelming majority of Americans supporting the decision by our government
to begin a war, I cannot help but
question why such absolute trust is
now shown in our government .
Have the American people so soon
forgott~n the lies and corruption of

our highest officials during Vietnam
and the Iran-contra scandal? Today
the polls indicate that over 80 percent of the American public
approves the decision by our government to put the lives of our
defenders in jeopardy, not to mention the lives of thousands of people
of other naqonalities.
Before you jump on the bandwagon of masses blindly supporting the
war, ask yourself exactly why we are
at war, and whether the benefits, if
any, outweigh the problems. Is our
purpose really to stop a madman? If it
is, why did the government befriend
Saddam Hussein throughout the IranIraq war of the last decade. Ask yourself if freedom is really being defended. It seems our freedom is in greater
jeopardy now than prior to war.
Finally, ask yourself if military aggression in the Middle East is really to prevent Saddam Hussein from invading
other monarchies in a quest for
regional dominance, or for expanding
military-corporate complex of the
United States in an effort to create

permanent presen
East in a quest for
My opposition
wass is neither un·
American. Supp
does not bring ou
safe and alive.
nation does not
fems of mankind,
it. Opposition
humanitarian ef

soldiers home all
I plead all A
everything poss
themselves thro
censored by our
do not rely on
alone. War is a
delicate matter. It
table pain, tort
Please stay infor
to support our
letters and being
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moon.
h began a coufront of the Capital
continued down
Nenue past the long
officers standing
the gates.
e traveled all night
eral days to get to
to become a part of

ers traveled from Columbia, Mo. to
take part in and show their support
for the cause.
"I thought it was a good show of
support for peace," said McCabe. "I
think it is succeeding in getting its
point across."
Montgomery College sophomore Nick Vanbrandt traveled to
Washington, D.C. to gather more
information on the war for himself.
''I'm neutral on the whole thing, I'm
just here to gather more information," said Vanbrandt.
"But I think if we weren't there
there may never be peace over in
that country."

College students were not the
only people at the protest to voice
their opinions on the war in the
Gulf. Dan Jensen, a Vietnam war
veteran from Doylestown, Pa, traveled four hours to tell people his
experiences of war. "I was in a war,
there is nothing glamorous about
dying. I just don't want other people
to go through what I went through,"
he said.
No matter what the reason for
their being there, thousands of people gathered in the nation's capital
last weekend to exercise their rights
to have and express their opinions
and feelings.

w" was a simple message that said it all for a group of 20 demonstrators. If
did not have signs of their own, many would just join in with other groups who
rs that expressed their own opinions.
Above: By far the most noticeable protester was the 12foot Uncle Sam who blew his horn in opposition of the war
in the Gulf
Below: A pro-America supporter leads a crowd of 50 other
pro-troop demonstrators who antagonized marchers from
the sidelines.

ti-war activist e.\presses his disdain with the whole Desert Storm procedure. He
the gas mask in hopes of getting the point across that there is a possibility of the war
into a chemical one.
f
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Tuesday, anuary 29, 1991

Get the AJ&T_Calling Card and your first call is free.
1here's no better time to speak your mind. Because
now when you get your free AT&T Calling Card, you'll
get your first 15-minute call free.

Our Gilling Carel iS part of the AT&T Student
Rus program, a whole package of products and
designed to make a student's budget go fartheJ:
So look for AT&T Calling (Ard applications
campus. Or call us at 1 800 525!7955, Ext. 655.
And let freedom ring.
A1&T. Helping make college life a little~-..

AD.T

•A $3.00 value for a ooast-to-roast C.alling Qud call Applies to customer-dialed calls made during
the A'.00' Night/Weekend calling period, 1lpm to Sam, Sunday through Thursday and llpm
Friday through Spm Sunday. You may rereive more or less calling time depending on where and
when you call. Applications must be received by June 30, 1991.

The right choi

Tuesday, anuary 29, 1991
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acts slated for benefit
ent.
e the show
ough acts to
resting and
er, member
a professional

Concert Hall.
The acts will include juggling,
lip sync, dancing, singing and a
skit, along with an emcee for the
evening.
"Anyone could have auditioned," Hoerner said. "We didn't
tum any act away."
Sigma Alpha Iota held auditions, but accepted two more acts
on Monday to provide more
entertainment for the audience,
Hoerner said. Funds generated
from the show will help pay for
new folders for the Eastern bands.

The winning group will receive
a $50 prize. Each person involved
in the show must pay a $1 participation, and admission to the show
is $1.
"The Variety Show use to a tradition in collaboration with the
professional male fraternity of
music, Phi Mu Alpha, but it's
since slacked off," said Diane
Heifers, production chair for the
event.
The show is sponsored by Dale
Bayles Clothier on Campus,
Domino's Pizza and TCBY.

rap up pre-budgeting process

ing specific
and Financial
Wake said of
eting in the
of the Martin
· ersity Union.
ming meetings
and tidy. The

budgets for the boards under the
AB 's financial jurisdiction and any
transfers or additions to those budgets are due by Friday and will take
more than a month to process.
The AB oversees the financial
affairs of the Student Senate, the
Sports and Recreation Board, the
University Board and its 14 committees and the AB itself.
None of the budgets to be
reviewed have been submitted yet,
Wake said, but neither have the projections for student enrollment on
which the available funds is determined.
The AB budgets the student fees

that are allotted for the upcoming
fiscal year to its groups, all of
which serve primarily non-academic purposes, Wake said. The
amount of student fees that will be
available is tentatively determined
by the upcoming year's enrollment
estimates, which are made by
Glenn Williams, the vice president
for student affairs.
The projected enrollment is multiplied by $18.15, a figure representing the student fee amounts
paid by students. All budget
requests from the groups then must
fall into that estimated fee amount.
Wake said.

GET YOUR
SPRING BREAK WARM UPI

Yes!

*Contacts
*Glasses
or BOTH!
Same Day
Service

In Most Cases
(CR-39 lenses)

Free
Soft Contacts*
Buy a pair of colored or clear
soft contacts with exam and
get a pair of our standard
soft contacts free.

THROW.AWAY
YOUR CONTACTS?
YES YOU CAN!

power range. Our standard
bifocals jus{ $25 more.

. ...

Designer Frames
In-Stock

Ask about Disposable Contact
Lenses, the end of contact lens
drudgery.

Choose famous names such
as Gucci, Tura, Carcrra,
Nino Balli, Christian Dior,
Dianne Von Furstenburg,
Versailles, Walt Disney,
Sofia
Loren,
Garfield,
Safilo, BerDcl, Swank,
Luxottica, Halston and
manv more.

Offers expire Sat. Feb. 9, '9 1

At

THE BODY SHO
13
15

Free Lenses with
Frame Purchase
CR-39 lenses in our normal

904 E. Lincoln, Charleston, IL

. 345-5100

tans for $35
tans for $40

Cross County Mall, Mattoon

235-1100

3200 SUPER "WOLFF" BEDS WITH FACE
TANNERS. 25 MINUTE SESSIONS.
PACKAGES GOOD FOR 6 MONTHS.

348-TANS

1

1410 6th St.

COACH BDDY S

OLDTOWNE APTS.
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Panther Sport Shoppe
Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5
1414 SIXTH STREET IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARE
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN

Tonight Only! 3-hour BLOWOUT

EXTRAVAGANZA!!
7-10 PM
Entire Store 30-50°/o OFF!

ALA
ll.

NIKE, ADDIDAS, &
REEBOK CLOTHING

•

~

Invites You!!
To Informal
Rush 199111
Tuesday- January 29th
at 7:00 &.
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Call for Rides!
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more than one day's
incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 581 2812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m .
deadline to . appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the
following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p .m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance . Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All
Advertising
submitted to The Daily
Eastern News is subject to
approval and may be
revised , rejected,
or
canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes
necessary to omit an
advertisement.

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OFFERED
HELP WANTED
WANTED
Aool'TION
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMAilS
FOR RENT
FOR SALE

LOST

&..

FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The

"MY SECRETARY" Resumes,
papers. Next to Monical's, 903
18th St. Open 1-5 p.m. Monday
through Friday, other times by
appointment. 345-1150.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Mini Storage available by the
month. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Typing - laser printer. $1 per
page . Same day service
available. 258-6840.
_ca1 / 11 , 18,252/ 1,8,15,22 3/1-22
FREE Battery & electrical tests.
FREE installation . Battery
Specialists 1519 Madison Ave ,
Charleston 345-VOLT.

WE NEED SELF-MOTIVATED
STUDENTS Earn up to $10/hr.
Market credit cards on campus.
Flexible hours. Only 1O positions
available. CALL NOW 1-800-9508472 EXT.20

MARRIED OR SINGLE WOMEN
WITH CHILDREN NEEDED AS
SURROGATE MOTHERS FOR
COUPLES UNABLE TO HAVE
CHILDREN . CONCEPTION TO
BE
BY
ARTIFICIAL
INSEMINATION
PLEASE
STATE YOUR FEE. CONTACT:
NOEL P. KEANE , DIRECTOR ,
INFERTILITY CENTER OF NEW
YORK , 14 E. 60TH STREET,
STE. 1240, NY, NY 10022. 1-212371-0811 MAY CALL COLLECT.
ALL
RESPONSES
CONFIDENTIAL.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca1 /29
Earn $300 to $500 per week
Reading Books at liome. Call 1615-473-7440 Ext. B360.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca1 /29
DELIVERY DRIVER WANTED.
PART-TIME POSITION . MUST
BE AT L EAST 18 YRS AND
HAVE PROOF OF INSURANCE.
APPLY IN PERSON AT JIMMY
JOHN ' S SUB. LOCATED 1417
1/ 2 4TH ST. APPLY BEFORE
11 :00 a .m . AND AFTER 2 :00
p.m .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/31

APARTMENT RENTALS CALL
348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Nice, close to campus , furnished
houses for 91-92 school year.
Two people per bedroom . 10 1/2
month lease. $165/mo. 345-3148
evenings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Subleaser wanted for 2 bedroom
town house. New, clean, great
roomie. Own room , pool. 3457859.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 2/1

CLASSIFIED

ACROSS
1 Regional
phrase
6 Bloke
10 Witticism
14 - - cum laude
15 Lacoste of
tenn is
16 Eight: Comb .
form

D No

17 Peyton . for one
18 Discharge
20 Roof edges
21 Star study

27 A c ronym for a
s tatute re
re tirem ent
29 Multit u de
34 Houston Oil e rs·
home
38 ·· They"ll Do It
Every Time "
m an
39 Luna ·s sphere
40 Bell town of
fiction
42 Functions
43 Fall flower
45 Subject for a
seer
47 Flings
49 Peddles
50 - - - Momes
52 Verm ilion , for
one
53 Fond du - 56 Man in space

24 Sandy 's
headgear
26 "All 's wel l" at

NASA

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

D Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.
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11 Outer: Comb .
form
12 Originate
--+""'"+~-'-i 13 Randall or
~..:.+.=+-.:..
Bennett
22 Approve
25 Verdi heroine
""'"t...;...i~ 27 Trawler
followers
--1--t--t--t--t 28 Accumulate
-'-i""'1'"'"'1~~ 30 Caesar 's foes
~..::::...<--'-'-.;;;.J~ 31 ··wishing will
make
··

'wrwo-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17 ESPN-8

USA-9

WGN-10, 9

WILL-12, 12

LIFE-13

News

News

News

SportsCenter

MacGyver

Entmt. Tonight

Cosby Show

College

MacNeil Lehrer
Newshour

E.N.G.

Night Court

Dream of Jeannie
Night Court

Matlock

Rescue 911

Who's The Boss
Davis Rules

Basketball

Murder, She

Movie:

Nova

Wrote

Counterforce

State of the

State of the

State of the

Movie: Deadly

Union Address

Union Address

Union Address

Colle

In the Heat

Top Cops

Thirtysomething

Basketball

Desire
News

of the Night
News

News

News

Tonight

MASH
Current Affair

Love Connect.

Late Night

Hard Copy

Nightline

Miami

Night Court

Sportscenter

Vice

Medical Story

Great Am.

Equalizer

Events

'.

:>-

1
I

-

3
I-, ~

14
17
20

23

DOWN

-..~.:+.=.fl•]U]Uf!J••••

no. words/days _ _ _ _ _ _Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

61 R.ucie look ,
sometimes
63 Res ign
64 M exic an pot
65 Malay an
;nammal
66 Jbangi feeder
67 Raiah ·s wife
68 Ex punge
69 Summer quaffs
70 Straight - ·
arrow
71 Brings down

1 Constrain
2 - · - Lama
3 " - - atthe
office "
4 Fairy-tale
opener
5 Toscan ini was
one
6 Vanilla-flavored
beverage
7 Skirt parts
8 Singer 0 Day
9 British fuel
=.+-'-4~--=-t 1 o Ai vers from
Brooklyn

23 Prevaricate

r

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The D
office by noon one business day before the date of
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for F
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is U
conflicting information will not be run.

10 to 5

19 Solar disk

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00

---------~2/6

profit incentive.
234-7777
8 am to 10
348-1041

Ad to read:

P.M.

Student Accounting Society will meet tonight a
Coleman Hall Rm . 232 for their first meeting. There
speaker. All accounting majors welcome!
Leadership Excellence Club will meet tonight at 6:30
All Faculty & Students welcome.
EIU University Theatre & Alpha Psi Omega will
Auditions tonight from 7-1 O p.m. in the Playroom Th
Arts Center. Anyone is welcome-you do not have to
material or be a theatre major to participate. Bring
Questions call 581-3110.
Alpha Psi Omega will have Valentine 's Day Su
Thursday, Feb. 7, Friday, Feb. 8, Monday, Feb. 11, 1i
from 1-5 p.m. in the Theatre Lobby-Fine Arts Center..
is sponsoring special services for Valentine's Da
following : Singing Telegrams , Shakespeare Sonnets,
Jumbo Heart Shaped Cookies personalized with a
choice. Sign up and payment will be on the listed days
Student Society for Economics will have a mee
Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. in CH 211 . Voting for fu
place and H. Nordin will speak on effects of the P
Economy.
Women in Communications will meet today at 6:00
104S. We will be discussing work for Women 's Expo
members and all majors are WELCOME TO ATIENDI
Delta Sigma Pi will have a Rush event tonight
Effingham Room-University Union . Professional
there by 6:45 p.m.
Circle K International will meet tonight from 7-8:15
Old Main . The World's Largest Service Organizaf
Kiwanis International. Call 581-2426.

EXCELLENT

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D Check

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _211

You set the hours.

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

OCash

Park Place II Apts. Available now
SUBLET cheap . Spring 1991 or
Summer 1991. 708-257 · 7383.

XTRA CASH?

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

Payment:

Female, excellent location, great
single room . Call Julie anytime.
581-6735
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29

NEED

Ao FORM

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _Students D Yes

For Fall: 1 & 2 Bdrm apts., furn.,
trash and water inc. 1O Mo lease.
no pets. 345-5048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/1

HOUSES FOR RENT: 2 to 7
bedrooms , 1 block from campus
for
undergraduate
and / or
graduate Students for the 19911992 School year . Some
locations include 1306 4th, 1609
9th , 1915 9th , 1921 9th , 905
Arthur, 1718 10th, 1720 10th, 718
Grant, Call for appt. 348-0440
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/8
Leasing for fall and summer.
Large one bedroom apartments.
Reasonable , excellent condition ,
875 7th . 345-7387 after 5 pm .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
For Fall: 3 bedroom , 2 bathroom
Mobile Home. Call Leland Hall
Real Estate 345-7023.

ADOPTION : Happily married,
finacially secure couple , wish to
adopt a white newborn. Will give
lots of love and security. Legal
and confidential. Call 618 -4629144 or call collect: (708) 9409532 : Carol and Robert

Eastern News

oa11y

Three and four bedroom houses
and apartments. One block from
campus. Call 345·6621.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/3

63

69

32 Actor V1dov

33 Curious . to a
fault
34 Third of a Latin

trio

53 Actual seat of
Bohv1a·s
government

35 Middling

54 Rebel

36 Wee ones
37 Amuse

55 Demeter 's
Roman
counterpart

41 Heraldic border
44 Decorate again
46 Methuselah .
e.g .
48 Lady from Leon

WCCU-24, 27 DISC-28
Cheers

Rendezvous

Night Court

World Monitor

L.A. Law

Movie:

Vietnam: The

Close

10,000 Day War

State of the

Movie:

Encounters

Union Address

Who Is Julia?

Beyond Tomorrow
Invention

Drug Abuse

Australian

and Crime

Animals

Movie:

Ullman
Molly Dodd

Andy Griffith
Arsenic Hall

Spencer
Movie:

51 Rooms in a
casa

For-Hire

Wings
Survival!

Party Machine

Disney

Trumpet - Bach II. Like new cond.
$350.00 Call 581-2123 or see at
Coleman 11 OA.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Cross-country skis. Women's
shoe size 10. Length for person
5'10". Poles, boots $150.00 Ex .
Cond . Call 581-2123. See
Coleman 110A.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _5/3
Single bed dorm loft $65 O.B.O.
Can accommodate an 80" bed
345-9784
_ __ _ _ _ _ ___ 5/3
Bed 2510 Com Sys and mic AP
computer Book & 1O Blank Disks.
Call 345-4745. $35.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _5/3
Bought new van must sell 1987
Chevrolet Spectrum 5/speed, 4door, low mileage . AM / FM
$2900.00 345-9627.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Have the all new computer
systems at Lumpkin Hall (that use
only 3.5" disk drives) rendered
your IBM or compatible useless?
Revive your machine with a
brand new 3.5" dri ve for only
$100.00. ($125.00 installed, most
machines). Call 345-2403
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
Pioneer car stereo 150 watt
speakers $200 8 chrome wheels
4 modulars $140 4 saw blades
$200 or best offers
_ _ __ _ __ __ _00

Keys with black and grey key
chain found in front of Health
Service . Claim at Student
Publications Business Office.
Buzzard Building 127.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/29
LOST ON FRIDAY: gold nugget
bracelet in Mother's or Thirsty's.
Very sentimental. Reward . Call
348-5950.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
FOUND: Brown scarf by Buzzard
playground. lndentify to claim at
127 Buzzard
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1/30
FOUND: Winter gloves on 1/24 in
room 29 Lumpkin. To claim call
Chuck 345-3643 after 6 pm
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30
FOUND: Brown glove in student
services building 1/28 . Claim at
127 Buzzard
---------~2/1
Remember the deadline for all
classified ad s is 2 pm , one
business day prior to the
publication.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ha-00

YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO
EAT
JIMMY
JOHNS!
COPYRIGHT 1983 J.J. INC.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
DINA GAGLIARDO : Have an
awesome 21st Birthday. Love, the
Alpha Sigs
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29

JENNIFER
BONNELL :
Congratulations on entering 1Week! I am so proud of my
awesome kid! Love, Ann
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
KAREN
LAMBKE :
Congratulations on I-Week!!! Your
Alpha Garn Mom loves you!
Jenny.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
MICHELLE EISKANT: Congrats
on I-week. You will make a great
Alpha Garn Active. Your mom
loves you. Liz
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 1/29
KELLIE CUTLER :You are going
to be a #1 AGO! Congratulations
on activation . Love, Mom.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
POO: I love you more with each
day! Can't wait for Spring Break
with you ! Jay
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
ALPHA SIGMA TAU proud ly
welcomes their beautiful Omega
pledge class! You guys are great.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
SUZANNE
RAYMOND :
Congratulat ions on getti ng
lavaliered to Jon Mankos of
SIGMA Pl! Your Alpha Sigma Tau
sisters are happy for you !
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
TAMMY GRIFFIN : My number
one Alpha Gamster hang in there
you are doing an awesome jobl
Love, Julie
_ _ _ __ __ ___ 1/29
The Student Society for
Economics will host speaker H.
Nordin to speak on effects of the
Persian Gulf on th economy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
ROBIN
HILTEBRANDT:
Congratulations on entering 1week! Your mom is so proudl
Love, Michelle
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
WILHELM:
WENDY
Congratulations on entering 1week . I am so proud of my
awesome kiddo! Love in Alpha
Garn and mine, Cassie
_ _ __ _ __ _ __ 1/29
SARAH BLYTHE : Congrats on
entering I-week- ! Only four more
days! I am SO proud! You are the
best kid ever! Love in Alpha Garn
and mine Stephanie
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
FAWN MEYER :You made it to 1week! Congrats! I am so proud of
my #1 kid! Love, in Alpha Garn
and mine, Jeanne
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
CODELL :
JENNIFER
Congratulations on going active
and most of all have a Happy
Birthday. Love, Lawren
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
RENE SCHWAAB: Congrats on 1week! What a terrific kid you are.
You ALWAYS make me proud!!
Alpha Garn Love, Amy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29

KIM
TOWNSEND :
Congratulations on I-week. Your
mom loves you, Meme
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
GRETCHEN
MEILAHAN :
Congratulations on entering 1week! I can't wait to see my #1
kid go active. HAVE A GREAT
WEEK! Love, Heidi
_ _ _ _ __ _ ___1/29
SUSIE LEVY: Hey mom, Can you
believe your Grandkid is going
active? Yeah! Love in Alpha
Garn! Jenny
_ _ __ _ _ _ ___ 1/29
BETH CARON : Kiddo, I am so
proud of you! Congratulations on
entering I-week! Have fun! Love,
in Alpha Garn ! Jenny
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/29
AMY WACHHOLZ : Congrats on
going active , you will make a
great DZ. Love Joe Lies
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
WENDI : Than ks fo eve rything
you are the best mom ! ESA love,
Jenifer
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
TARA PFERSHY ! Congrats on
going into I-week! You have been
the be st ki ddo and will be an
excellent active! I am proud of
you! Alpha Garn love, Sarah
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
JANET RUIZ : Happy 21st
Birthday. Are you going to be
Herbert or Weaser today? Have
fun whoever you are!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
CASSIE WEAVER : Congrats!
You are an awesome Alpha Garn.
Go Cassie Go, Clap, Clap, Clap!
Love ya Sheri
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/29
DEANA YANKOVICH: You are an
awesome kiddo! Congrats on 1week! Love ya Niki
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/29
MAGGIE
BLAHA :
Congratulations on entering 1week! You will make a great
ALPHA GAM active! Love ya
Laura
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
TRI
SIGMA
PLEDGES :Congratulations on
entering I-week. I am very proud
of you all. Love, Deane
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
JOANNE
GUNN EWIG :
Congratulations on getting
lavaliered to Chris Loyet of Sigma
Chi! Love, your Delta Zeta
sisters.
_ _ _ _ __ ____1/29
SHARI GRIFFIN: Congratulations
on getting pinned to Doug
Cekander of Sigma Chi!! Love,
your Delta Zeta sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
LISA
SONENTHAL :
Congratulations on entering 1week! You make your momma so
proud! I love you! Julie

'mplete this form and return it
ryment to Student Publications,
zard Building North Gym
astern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/1

COURTNEY MORRISON :
Congratulations for going into 1week. You will make a great AGO
active! Love Michelle
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 1/29
ANTONELLI :
DEANA
Congratulations on getting
lavaliered to MATT HENNESY
love, your Sig Kap Sisters
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 1/29
HEATHER
WATSON :
Congratulations on getting
lavaliered to TOM JAMINSK.
Love your Sig Kap sisters
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 1/29
Classifieds Work!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _h.a-00

Calvin and Hobbes
.JU!o\P ... .M.\P... JUt-.\P .. Ml\P!
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THERESA
LOMONACO :
Congratulations on getting
lavaliered to Jon Schmeling of
Delta Upsilon at U of I! Love, your
Delta Zeta sisters
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 1/29
CASSIE WEAVER AND JENNY
MEYERS: Congrats on I-week!
You have done a great job
pledging! I am proud to have you
in my family! Love, your grandma
Kelly
_ _ _ _ _ _____ 1/29
LAURIE ANDERSON : Congrats
on I-week! You have dorie an
AWESOME job with pledging and
you will make a SUPER active.
Love, Grandma Beth
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
JACKIE DAVID : To the greatest
f ri end and Alpha Garn friend
forever! Congratulations on going
into I-wee k ! You will be an
aw es om e active!! I LUV YOU !
Monica(MOM)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
SONJA KO VA CEVICH : To the
best Alpha Garn mom ever! Just
wanted to let you know I luv you !
Love, Monica
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
JESSICA: Congrats on entering 1week! Thanks for being such a
special friend and daughter! I Luv
you ! Love, Martha
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 1/29
TIFFANY
XANOS :
Congratulations on going into 1week , I am so proud of my#1
kiddo! I can't wait until Saturday
night! Love always Jill
_ _ _ _ _ _____ 1/29
MARCI : To my #1 kiddo,
Congrats on entering I-week! You
are going to make an awesome
Alpha Garn active! Love, Tonya
_ _ _ _ _ _ ____ 1/29
MICHELLE KIRKSEY: Have an
awesome I-week! You are going
to make a wonderful Alpha Garn
active. You are the BEST kiddo!
Love ya Sally
_ _ _ _ _ _ ____ 1/29
Going to Daytona Beach, then go
with experience . We will make
your week worry free. Call Sandy
or Krista at 581 -2533

I

W I ~!

DEBBIE
TURNER :
Congratulations on getting
lavaliered to ERIC N. Love, your
Sig Kap Sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ 1/29
SHARON OLDS: Congratulations
on getting engaged to Doug
Love, Your Sig Kap sisters
1/29
LINDA
SCHMITZ:
Congratulations on getting
engaged to JACK FITZGERALD.
Love, your Sig Kap sisters
_ _ __ __ _ _ __ 1/29
JALAYNA
TRAINOR :
Congratulations on getting pinned
to DOUG STEEVES. Love, your
Sig Kap sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/29
SIG KAP BABY SNAKES :
CONGRATULATIONS
ON
ENTERING I-WEEK ! LOVE THE
ACTIVE CHAPTER
JULIE BIGHAM: Congratulations
on en tering I-week. You have
been a great kid an d a supe r
friend. AGO love, Amy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
LISA
SONENT HAL :
Congratulations on entering 1week! You make your momma so
proud ! I love you ! Julie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
GET INVOLVED IN STUDENT
GOVERNMENT! PETIT IONS
AVAILABLE FOR STUDENT
SENATE IN ROOM 316 OF THE
UNION. DUE BACK 1-29-91
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 1/29
To my A-kids : Jeanne Sabal ,
Dana Cudden, and Catie Ramke
Congrats on entering I-week .
Sigma Love, Heather
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
MICHELLE KING: Congrats on
entering I-week. Love, mom
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/29
SHAWN BUCKLEY: Hey man!
Congratulations on entering 1week. You have made your mom
so proud. Just remember to keep
smiling , it won 't be long now
before your sport'n that crest!
Love in Alpha Garn, Nique
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _1/29
LISA
SONENTHAL :
Congratulations on entering 1week! You make your momma so
proud! I love you! Julie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29

)STACY SAYLES: Congratulations
on entering I-week! Love, Amy,
Angie, and Tricia
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29

Go to SPRING BREAK to have
fun , not to worry. Go with
experience. For more information
about South Padre. Call Matt or
Tom 345-7082

---------~211

SUZANNE : Congratulations on
getting lavaliered to Joni I am so
happy for you guys
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ 1/29

by Bill Watterson
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Runnin' Rebels stay atop poll
By the Associated Press
UNLV continues unbeaten, but
the Runnin' Rebels' dominance is
no longer unquestioned.
For the first time in four weeks
UNLV (15-0) failed to get all 64
first-place votes in weekly poll of
sports writers and broadcasters.
In the poll released Monday,
two voters picked Ohio State as
No. I.
The Buckeyes moved from
fourth to third after beating
Indiana and Minnesota last week.
Ohio State (17-0) was one of
four teams in last week's Top 10
which did not lose.
The others were UNLV, a win-

ner over UC-Santa Barbara and
Louisville; Arkansas, which beat
Texas A&M and Baylor and
remained No. 2., and St. John's,
which jumped from No. 10 to
fourth with victories over
Connecticut and Villanova.
UNLV, the defending national
champion, is on a 26-game winning streak and has been No. 1 for
11 straight weeks.
In the latest poll, the Runnin'
Rebels got 1,598 points, 82 points
more than Arkansas and I08 more
than Ohio State.
Completing the Top 10 are No.
4 Indiana, St. John's, Arizona,
Duke, Syracuse, North Carolina
and Kentucky. Arizona dropped

Doing service proje
making friends,
having fun ...
Does this appeal to

SPORTS CORNER
to sixth from fifth; Duke moved
from ninth to seventh; Syracuse
dropped from sixth to eighth;
North Carolina dropped from No.
7 to No. 9 and Kentucky dipped
from eighth to 10th.
Nebraska (17-2) advanced
three spots to No. 11.
Completing the Top 25 are
UCLA, Utah, Louisiana State,
Virginia, East Tennessee State,
Southern Mississippi, Georgetown, Pittsburgh, New Mexico
State, Oklahoma, New Orleans,
Georgia Tech, Kansas, Seton
Hall.

Circle K Internation
Join us Tuesday, Jan. 29
7-8:15 pm 212 Old Main
For more info: 581-2426

~ntuc!tJ

rnedChlck
2 Piece

Dinner

Clemens argues case to Brown
NEW YORK (AP) - Roger Clemens appeared
before American League president Bobby Brown on
Monday in an effort to overturn his five-game suspension at the start of the season.
Clemens, who was given the suspension along
with a $10,000 fine for his actions in Game 4 of the
American League playoffs, argued his case along
with his agent, Randy Hendricks, and Gene Orza
and Michael Weiner of the Major League Baseball
Players Association.
"Everybody had a chance to say what was on their
mind," Brown said. "We reviewed the tapes and we
reviewed the umpires' reports." Umpires Jim Evans
and Terry Cooney attended the 5 1/2-hour hearing,
along with Umpires Association lawyer Richie
Phillips and AL umpires supervisor Marty
Springstead. Boston president John Harrington rep-

$1.99

resented the Red Sox.
"We had the opportunity to present our side of
what went on," Orza said. "We 're hopeful that
Bobby, if he takes a fresh look at the matter, will
change his mind." Brown, who issued his original.
ruling in November, said the league was able to
obtain two different videotapes of the incident, in
which Cooney ejected Clemens after what the
umpire said were derogatory comments from the
mound. Clemens denies cursing at Cooney until
after he was ejected.
Clemens and Hendricks were given until Feb. 28
to submit a brief.
"After I've seen the brief, I need to write a written
opinion," Brown said. "This is going to be my first
experience with a brief. I don't know if it will be a
hundred-page brief or a three-page brief."

These Specials Offered
Every Tuesday .& Wednesd
107 W. Lincoln

Now Leasing

PARKPLA
APAKTMEN

Time running out on 5 free agents
NEW YORK (AP) - With one
day remaining in the new-look free
agency period, five players still
were available, including pitcher
Jack Morris of the Detroit Tigers.
The new-look free agents have
until midnight EST Tuesday to sign
with new clubs or stay with their
present teams. Morris was the most
attractive of the remaining group.
'There's nothing I can say at this
point," said Richard Moss, Morris'
agent. Moss said that he was talking with other clubs besides the
Tigers, so it was unclear where the
winningest pitcher of the 1980s
would wind up.
California outfielder Chili Davis

and pitchers Juan Berenguer of
Minnesota, Dave LaPoint of the
New York Yankees and Mike
Lacoss of San Francisco also were
left from the original group of 15.
The agents for Davis and LaPoint
said Monday that their players
would likely retain their present
contracts. The first 10 new-look
free agents to agree to new deals
signed for a total of $79.95 million
over 29 years, an average of
$2,756,896 a season.
Meanwhile, six players in salary
arbitration agreed Monday to oneyear contracts, leaving 116 remaining in arbitration. Hearings are
scheduled to begin next Monday.

(across from the Union on
• I, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central t\.C.
• Laundry
• Dishwashers • Balconi
·Microwaves

Outfielder John Kruk and
Philadelphia agreed at $1,175,000,
a raise of $495,000, while infielderoutfielder Bip Roberts quadrupled
his salary when San Diego settled
at $875,000, a raise of $680,000.
Pitcher Eric Plunk and the New
York Yankees agreed to $950,000,
a raise of $435,500. Outfielder
Dave Martinez and the Montreal
Expos settled at $805,000, a raise
of $395,000.
First baseman Todd Benzinger
and the Cincinnati Reds agreed to
$705 ,000, a raise of $380 ,000,
while infielder Rene Gonzales and
the Toronto Blue Jays settled at
$306,250, a $100,000 raise.

All Sizes Still Available Fi
Call Anytime 348.. J
For appointment
or drop by rental office on GI'.
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M-F

c./li.a rt y 's
BLT Cheeseburger
w/chips &. pickle ... $1.99

$ 1 Ill~ Bottles

•~
.. •2.••4 '5 /•

$1. 25 others

--- ____ ---

-
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Most Cars & Light Trucks
Includes Labor. Trans, Filter Gasket & Oil

ALIGNMENT SPECIAL

$ lPj$j4$ II
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET
•Pizza
•Spaghetti
•Garlic Bread
•Salad Bar

$4.29 plus tax
EVERY TUESDAY 5-9 P.M.

Jerry's Pizza
4th & Lincoln

345-2844

&

3 Pi
Dinn
$2.5

~

4-wheel computerized alignment
2-wheel computerized $29.00
Adjusters extra if needed
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Swim
• both days."
Some bright performances
included Colleen Roach's firstplace finish in the 100-yard backstroke with a time of 1:06.50 and
Jan Rhudy's second-place finish in
the 100-yard butterfly, clocked at
1:06.22.
As far as the men's competition, Costello placed first in the
100-yard butterfly with a time of
57.65 and Malone placed second
in the 1000-yard freestyle, clocked at 10:56.38 . .
"We 're getting down to the easier
part of our season," Padovan said.
"We've got a single meet the next
two weekends, a week off, and then
the big meets (Indianapolis
Invitational/Midwest Conference
Championships)."

• From page 12
are swimming extremely poor for
this time. They're just tired, which
is OK," Padovan added. "They're
going to come around sooner or
later. It may be when we rest totally."
Eastern 's meet against Western
Illinois was quite a different story.
Padovan stressed that it is hard to
swim two meets back to back, but
it's necessary in order to get his
Panthers geared up for the big
meets when they have to swim
three days in a row.
"In a general sense, we did
not swim very well (against
Western) ," Padovan said. "Other
than Sue O'Sullivan , I can't
think of anybody t.hat swam well
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In celebration of turning the big 3-0, Domino's Pizza ..
will deliver a medium pizza with your favorite topping
for just 30¢, when you order a large Domino's Pizza at
the regular price. So huny and get to a phone. Just ask!
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Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer.
Prices may vary Customer pays sales tax where apphcable.
Delivery areas lim•ed to ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less
than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized for late dehvenes.
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Valid at participating stores only. Not valid wrth any other offer. PriceS
may vary Customer pays sales tax where applicable Delivery areas
limlted to ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less- than $20.00.
Our dnvers are not penalized for late deliverteS.

upport the Troops!
with Desert Storm apparel
T-shirts
Sweatshirts
&
Hats

1. Essays should reflect the theme of Black
History Month 1991, "A Celebration of
Heritage." Essays should depict the relevance of African heritage to black
American life today by explaining and
commenting on traditions and values.
2. Essays should be 500 words or less, typed
and double-spaced.
3. All students registered at E..istern Illinois
University, except those working at The
Daily Eastern News or Stude1i.t
Publications, are eligible to participate in
the contest.
4. Entries must be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office in North Buzzard
Gym, Buzzard building, no later than 4
p.m. Friday, Feb. 8.
5. Judging will take place during the week
of Feb. 11-15 by a panel of three faculty
members and one student. Entrant names
will be removed from the essays to
ensure impartiality.
6. The judges will select first , second and
third place winners, and up to two honorable mentions .
7. Winners will be announced and prizes
will be awarded prior to the Miss Black
EIU Pageant on Saturday, Feb. 23.
8. The top three essays and photos of the
authors will be published in The Daily
Eastern News during the last week of
February. The Daily Eastern News
reserves the right to edit essays for space
availability.

Now Available at:

Judy's
Hallmark

&

~llEllUS~

cage Dogs,
ench Fries
2 oz Drink

$399

at

University Village
Up to a $2.00 donation per item
purchased will be given to the

Military Support Groups
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Burnout

Streak on line
against No. 13
Lady Hilltoppers

Eastern pounds UIC Fl
for fourth straight leagu

By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Associate sports editor

By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Associate sports editor

Eastern 's women's basketball
team has found success on the
road of late, winning two straight
Gateway Conference matchups
away from Lantz Gym.
The Lady Panthers, 8-9 overall
and 3-6 in the Gateway
Conference, take that two-game
streak into Bowling Green, Kent,
to take on 11th-ranked Western
Kentucky at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday at
the E.A. Diddle Arena.
The Lady Hilltoppers, who own
a 16-1 record going into Tuesday's
contest, lead the nation in threepoint field goal shooting at 49 percent, led by junior guard Kim
Pehlke (.512) and sophomore
guard Renee Westmorland (.509).
But although his team is potent
from three-point land, Western
Kentucky head coach Paul
Sanderford said his players rely
more on an inside game.
"We're basically an inside-out
team," Sanderford said. "We go
for the three-pointers only if we
can't go inside.
"We're a post-oriented team,
but I'd say if I had to point to one
thing for our success, it would be
our defense."
Pehlke starts and averages 14.1
points per game to lead a very balanced attack for WKU. Westmorland, her backcourt mate, is next
with 12.6 ppg. Starting forward
Mary Taylor, a senior, dumps in
12.1 ppg, while senior forward
Kim Norman ( 11.6) adds help off
the bench.
·
Paulette Monroe posts up at the
starting center slot and is averaging 9.3 ppg as a sophomore, while
junior Lisa Lang starts with Taylor
at forward. The Lady Hilltoppers
are coming off an impressive 11369 win over Alabama State last
Thursday.
On the other hand, the Lady
Panthers' busy road schedule has
left them a bit unprepared for
Western Kentucky. Eastern, which
traveled to Northern Iowa and
Drake from Saturday until Sunday,
left for Bowling Green at 3 p.m.
Monday without practicing for the
Lady Hilltoppers.
"We 're in a bind, because
we've been out of classes for
three days," Eastern head coach

Illinois-Chicago coach Bob
Hallberg will have to wait at least
one more game to earn his 400th
collegiate coaching victory.
Hallberg, who notched win 399
against Northern Iowa on Saturday,
was hoping to reach the milestone
Monday night against Eastern at
the UIC Pavilion in Chicago.
But the Panthers, led by guards
Steve Rowe and Gerald Jones,
pounded out a 68-44 win over UIC
for their second straight road win
and fourth overall. The Flames lost
at home for only the third time in
their last 23 games at the Pavilion.
Rowe scored 18 of his 24 points
in the second half, and Jones tallied
15 of his 22 before the intermission
in helping the Panthers jump to 9-7
overall and 5-2 in the MidContinent Conference. Eastern is in
third place in the league, one game
behind Northern Illinois (6-1) and
one-half game behind WisconsinGreen Bay (5-1 ).
"It was a great win for us,"
Eastern coach Rick Samuels said.
"The bottom line is, our kids
played hard.
"I told therrt before the garhe that
this is the time to peak. If we consistently give a good effort, good
things will happen for us."
Eastern scored the game's first
10 points, eight of which came
from Jones. But UIC cut into the
lead and tied the game at 12 for the
game's only deadlock. The Flames
never led in the game.
The Panthers held a 30-22 lead
at the half, and not only did Jones
do half of the offensive damage, he

Eastern center Stacy Frierdich pulls down a rebound against Indiana
State last Saturday at Lantz Gym.
Barbara Hilke said. "We are Pehlke to shoot unlimited shots,"
going into this game without Hilke said. Eastern is coming off
practice so that our kids could be its best shooting performance of
in classes (Monday).
the year. The Lady Panthers shot
"And we're coming back direct- 51 percent from the field in their
ly after the game, so we'll get back win over Drake Saturday.
at some ungodly hour in the mornSanderford said that although
ing so that they can be back in his team is one of the top 15 in the
classes on Wednesday." Hilke country, he isn't taking Eastern
added that the drive will take the lightly.
'They shoot the ball very well,
team about seven hours.
Eastern is led by starting center so we'll have to put some pressure
Stacy Frierdich, a senior who is on them and contain them on the
averaging 14.9 points and 8.1 boards," Sanderford said. "We
rebounds per game. Junior for- have tremendous respect for
·
ward Tracy Roller is close behind Eastern.
at 14.3 ppg, while Eastern's other
"Any time you're one of the top
starting forward, Bev Williams, 15 or 20 teams in the nation,
puts in 12.9 and pulls down 7.9 you've got to be ready to play
boards.
because your opponents always go
Hilke said that the key for her out and play a little tougher."
team to stay with the Lady
Tuesday's contest will be the
Hilltoppers will be to keep the ball last of a three-game road trip for
out of the middle and limit the Eastern, which returns to Gateway
number of Pehlke 's shots.
action Friday against Southern
"I think we've got to really pack Illinois, the first of three straight
it in on them and then not allow games at Lantz Gym.

Women runners take second place
By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer

Eastern 's Lady Panthers finished second overall in
the EIU Track and Field Invitational on Saturday in
Lantz Fieldhouse.
The highlight of the meet came in the 55-meter dash,
where Donna Levy left her competition in the blocks
by winning in 7.34 seconds. Her time was both a new
school and fieldhouse record. Levy also took the 200meter dash in an impressive 25.60.
Head coach John Craft said that he was pleased that
many of his athletes improved their performances from
last week's trip to Purdue.
"Overall our people competed well," said Craft.
"Many of them improved on their efforts from last
weekend."
Aislann Willey was one of the improved individuals

after finishing fourth in the 5,000-meter run. She took
nine seconds off of her personal best in the race, finishing in 18:52.41.
Ti Jaye Rhudy withstood the pain of a knee injury to
place second in the mile at 5:26.81. Also, Kala Scott
won her final event, the 800-meter run, by a large margin in 2:31.54 but finished second in the overall pentathlon.
Tara Mayner won the high jump with a leap of 5-feet
7 1/4-inches and was a member of Eastern 's 4x400meter relay which finished second at 4: 15.82. Esta
Saverson won the long jump and leaped 33-feet 10 3/4
in the triple jump, which pleased Craft.
"The triple jump is real hard on the legs." said Craft.
'This was Esta's first time competing in the triple, and
she has some shin problems as it is. So we won't enter
her in the triple very often, but I was very impressed
with her performance."

held UIC guard To
scoreless. Freeman
contest averaging 1
game and finished
four points before he
late in the game.
Eastern slowly p
the second half. A
cut the lead to 36-30
Sean Buchanan, the
on a 13-4 run, cap
Johnson 3-pointer
team a 49-34 lea
remaining.
The Flames stay
until Freeman, who
until the 36-minute
game, was called i
foul on Johnson an
quently ejected.
Travon Hughes I
points and Brian Hill
Flames shot just 31
the field on their ho
the Panthers hit 54
shots, including 4-of.
point land.
The win gave the
first four-game w·
since late in the 19
and sets up a show
travel to DeKalb
first-place Huskies
EASTERN ILLINOIS
Johnson 2-6 1-4 6,
Nicholson 0-0 0-0 0,
Rowe 6-11 10-15 22,
Olson 2-3 0-0 5, Martin
0-0 0, Leib 0-0 0-0 0,
Collier 0-0 2-2 2,
21-39 22-31 68.

ILLINOIS-CHICAGO
Affolter 3-6 1-1 7,
Buchanan 1-6 0-0 2,
Williams 1-6 0-1 2,
Murphy 0-2 2-4 2,
Thigpen 0-0 2-2 2,
Lester 0-1 0-0 0, S
Holloway 0-0 0-0 0. li
Halftime E. Illinois 30,

Swim teams sp
two weekend m
By DON FISHER
Staff writer

Eastern 's men's and women's
swim teams seem to be getting
back on track after splitting their
meets over the weekend.
The women chalked up a 154-68
victory against Principia College
Friday but fell to Western Illinois
143-90, while the men topped
Principia 119-96 and lost 150-72 to
Western.
Sophomore Wendy Bast and
Susan O'Sullivan topped the 1000yard freestyle event with Bast placing first (2:04.92) and O'Sullivan
touching in right behind with a time
of 5:00.86 on Friday.
Freshman Ronae Scheuer placed
first in the 200-yard butterfly with a
time of 2:23. 79 and Lee Singer also
posted a win in the 500-yard
freestyle with a time of 5:34. 72.
Diver Karen Adkins won both
the one-meter and the three-meter
diving competition.
"We (women) had a couple of
good swims (against Principia),"
Eastern head coach Ray Padovan
said. "A couple of people are coming out of their shells and swimming some extremely good times."

The men's meet
was extremely cl
last two events.
Junior Jeff Moll
the 500-yard free
of 5: 14.87 and Mi

Moon also wo
individual medley
4:39.58.
Another first p
was recorded by
freestyle relay
Bill Malone, Mik
Bill Costello.
According to
swam extremely
is starting to get
wise) to where he
backstroke event.
"The close co
little bit and we're
around," Padovan
some people swi
best times."
Malone placed
1000-yard freestyle
l 0:51.63 and Cos

